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Frequent readers of my mumblings on this site will realize that I don't like concours
exhibitions.
Looking at cars parked on display, no matter how well done, is, to me, like watching paint
dry.
I know, I know, you'll say, you've seen them all (mostly, I have!) but I have this thing that
cars were meant to move and, in particular, move fast on a racetrack and that's where I
like to see them or, preferably, to be driving one whilst they're doing that.
Something else that leaves me pretty cold about the concours scene is what restorers
sometimes do to old racecars too. That is, they take a racecar that's been modified by the
team/teams that ran it in period, and take the car back to an "original" specification.
Bear in mind that, in it's original specification, most racecars never won a race or even
featured in the top five, even when brand new. The plain fact is that most customer
racecars were sold as a "starting point" for teams to modify to go faster still. This is why
works/factory entered racecars almost always beat the private entries; they had more
modifications/"tweaks" than the private entries had.
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So when I see a racecar that's been rebodied/restored back to original spec., most times I
experience a feeling of profound disappointment.
For instance, several 1960s Ferrari 250 GT Berlinettas were rebodied, mostly with lighter
aluminum and with differently designed bodies, all in the quest for less wind resistance
than the original Scaglietti bodies they originally wore; such a one was 2735 GT, with
which Stirling Moss won the 1961 Tourist Trophy. That car lost its original body in a crash
and was rebodied by Carozzeria Drogo with a sensational pseudo GTO body. Some time
ago, the car was restored back to original spec. and now it looks just like all the other
SWBs do. A similar story surrounds the 1933 Alfa Rome 8C number 2311203, which was
originally bodied as a Touring Spyder. The car finished third at Le Mans 24 Hours in 1933,
incidentally. Some time in the mid-1930s, this car received a sensational looking Viottibuilt Berlinetta body, which it kept until about ten years ago, when it was sold, after a long
ownership by Guy Griffiths in England. I remember seeing it many times in his small
museum in Chipping Campden in England.
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The new owner removed the Viotti body and substituted a replica Touring type body on
this car, which I thought was tantamount to sacrilege. I have heard the Viotti body has
now gone on to another car, if so, lucky owner of that car.
Which brings us up to the present day; I don't know how many 1973/4 Porsche RSRs (and
935s) I've seen that were race modified in their day and have lost all those modifications
when the car has been "restored". So what is the end result? A car that looks just the
same as all the other RSRs!
The FIA has responsibility for some of this butchery. In order to get FIA papers so that one
can race in Europe, they demand cars that are still to "original specification". Of course,
the real problem is that the officials who today make up the FIA haven't a clue of how
racing really was "back in the day", and so continue to insist on recreating a World that
never actually existed. Thankfully, the Americans, having never allowed the FIA to gain
the whip hand that it holds over racing in Europe, have never bothered about FIA papers
but the craze to return cars to "original specification" is rampant here too.
To illustrate the point, the photographs that accompany this article show an RSR that we
have for sale, one of the few RSRs to miss the butcher's axe. This is a 1974 car, chassis
number 911 460 9056 and it was driven to victory in the 1976 Sebring 12 Hours and to
second place in that year's Daytona 24 Hour race by the late Al Holbert and Mike Keyser.
As you can see, the dash was cut away for lightness, the wheels changed for lighter,
stronger ones, the oil lines re-routed through the middle of the car and an extra large long
range fuel tank installed. She's still got her RSR 3-liter engine and 5-speed type 915
gearbox and would be a stellar performer today in vintage racing, particularly at events
such as the Monterey Historics.
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